Memo to: Operations Group
From: T. Weadon, G. Lawrence, F. Crews
Subject: Pad for Loading Front Ends, and GBT Access Ramp

At the last operations meeting, the 3 of us were assigned the task of clarifying and recommending:

1) Pad for setting up front ends on the ground prior to lifting to the base of the feedarm by GBT hoist #2. This pad was previously sized at 40 ft², with a shed for housing a cryogenics compressor, a vacuum pump, and tools- including slings, and necessary hand tools. After looking at the area, and considering installations, we come to the following conclusions.

A) Cut the size of the pad to 20 ft. by 20 ft. If need be in the future, increasing the size would be no problem.

B) Eliminate the shed, but an area to have a cryogenics compressor, vacuum pump, and some hand tools needs to be provided at the GBT. The use of this area should not require that the front end be removed from the truck. The reasons that we eliminate the shed on the pad is fear of ice falling from the structure that could damage the shed, the cost of building the shed, and running electricity out to it. The approximate required time to lift a front end into the feed room on top when the refrigerator can again cool is as follows:

- Unloading and rigging on ground- estimated..........................8 min.
- Time on hoist #2- 160ft/49 (hoist speed per minute)......................3.25 min.
- Release spreader from hoist and move to manlift #2- estimate........5 min.
- Trip up on manlift #2- 216 ft/106 (speed per minute)...................2 min.
- Moving at top, and cryogenic lines connected again- estimated......10 min.

Total time from arrival at the GBT before the unit can again be cooled is thus 28.25 min. (in absence of “tweaking” at GBT site). To this must be added the time from cryo lines disconnect at lab to arrival at GBT site which has been determined to be about 20 min. The total time then is 48 min., and may be in error either way.

The rule of thumb used by Roger Norrod and others is that loss of cryogenics for 45 minutes is about the time after which front ends require roughly 10 hours of pumping
and cool down. The time varies somewhat depending on whether the front end in question has just recently been warmed and cooled, or whether it has been cooled for a long time, and thus has contaminants due to outgassing.

C) Another storage concern has arisen. When the antenna is tilted, the unbalance of weight distributed around the feed turret axis of rotation by the various front ends can affect the pointing. Thus, if front ends are removed from the feed turret, it may be necessary to install "dummy loads". It remains to be seen how often this will happen, but we expect it to happen as the telescope is commissioned during "first light". Lee King insists that these loads not be stored on the tilting structure due to weight problems. The bottom line is that there may well be a need to store "dummy loads" somewhere in a location that does not result in undue loss of time installing them. A good possibility is to store them on the "on side" elevation bearing platform, because from this location (remembering the antenna to be in the access position) they can be quickly wheeled to the feedarm manlift for installation. An alternative would be on the ground somewhere, but it would not be desirable to load them onto a truck to get them into position to be lifted by the feedarm hoist. In any event, a time efficient location needs to be provided.

II) The second issue involves the ramp for loading/unloading equipment which we feel is essential. Refer to the attached sheet, which is a cut from RSI drawing 121011 sheet 1 Rev. C (originally from WDL). The antenna alidade access was specifically designed for the ramp, and requires a ramp which is only about 44 inches above the existing ground level (to be level with the top of the az. track). Note that the first level access is 48 inches above the az. rack.

NRAO trucks used to deliver equipment to telescopes were measured and found to be 45-48 inches from ground level to bed level. At this level, equipment is rolled off the truck onto the telescope and placed on the manlift to take it to level 2 - elevation 170 inches, which is the elevation of the servo room, cryogenics room, HVAC components, the substation and numerous transformers and switchgear. The above procedure is intended for racks and cryogenics compressors among other things.

The azimuth stow position is true 225 deg. This puts the ramp location at 135 deg. true azimuth, and the height of the ramp to be at the top of track level, or slightly above.

It is important to note that the ramp does not interfere with the motors and drive trains of the antenna (incorrectly stated at the last operations meeting). They are well above the top of the ramp.

The sketch below is a sort of side view taken from actual measurements at the
antenna.

It can be seen that the ramp need be no closer than 20 inches from the face of the loading platform at level 1, in order to permit a truck to back up to the loading platform. This gives clearance between all telescope rotating structures and the ramp.

Equipment not on wheels or which for some reason needs to be set directly on level 2 without using the manlift can be lifted with hoist #1 which is shown on the above referenced drawing cut. The load must be rigged to the hoist line with eyebolts and spreaders.

A few permanent steps to interface with the telescope access steps should be a part of this design, and located at this service position.

In terms of the length of the ramp, it should be flat on top for about 30 feet, and then taper to the surrounding ground level on a long slope to avoid traction problems as much as possible. Some sort of stops built into the ramp surface to avoid “back up” collisions are required.

We feel that there is only a need for a wall on the telescope track end of the ramp, letting the sides slope to ground level. A lockout station and an emergency stop
station needs to be provided. Perhaps the lockout station can be on the structure at
the access steps with the emergency stop on the ramp. For safety purposes, we feel
responsible for designing these lockouts, and will address this issue in a future memo.
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Operational concerns

Fred Crews

Prologue- Until now, in Green Bank, all operations of a calibration, maintenance, modification (including computer software) nature have been either determined by, scheduled through, or coordinated by the telescope supervisor/operator team. Assuming this to be true on the GBT as well, it needs to be understood by everyone.

Added to and revised 11/14/97, 11/18/97, 11/20/97.

Where operations are clearly a part of maintenance concerns, maintenance concerns are shown under operations (not under maintenance to avoid repetition).

I. Operations

Communications is purposely left out, since it is being independently worked on.

Access concerns- Control of who goes on antenna and when. Operator needs to have complete control of this, and to turn down access if necessary. A high fence with controlled openings needs to be provided. Operator also controls and monitors the fence.

Access lighting currently some 5 or 6 control stations, easy to add to, will be remotted in some way to control center.

Anchoring all equipment on antenna. Most importantly at the upper feed arm, it will be essential to secure every piece of equipment. Since no one fully knows about the effects of an emergency stop, the securing is called for on the rest of the antenna as well.

Auto stow due to wind- Currently by Monitor and Control- maybe involving PCD, the antenna will be moved from any position regardless of status (except maybe lockout/emergency stop??) to wind stow. I have a concern for doing this automatically when the antenna is shut down (brakes set) at any position for maintenance reasons. This is a “person” safety issue, and needs revision, or at least understanding. Current scenario for auto wind stow is when wind has gusted to 40 (maybe 45) miles per hour 3 times in less than 5 minutes, or anytime such velocity persists for more than 20 (not well defined at present) seconds, the antenna will be automatically moved to wind stow in both axes. A display of wind velocity in the absence of power needs to be provided. Current wind monitors use commercial power.

Antenna unbalance concerns due to ice and snow. Since this antenna is asymmetric, any build up quickly becomes a problem. At the operator's pleasure there needs to be a display to monitor the torque requirement to move or hold the antenna in position. Information from Engineering needs to be available to the operator as to safe operating conditions. The safe use of "snow dump" needs to be a part of operator training.

Auto stow for commercial power loss- scenario for this. If there is a commercial power failure, the power company will try to recover for no more than 10 seconds. Then their substation is locked out. At 30 seconds (operator can stop sequence during this time- supposed to be this way, I have not seen it on paper), the 600 kw gen will start and switch and supply power when frequency and voltage are O. K., and then drive the antenna first to elevation "wind" stow, and then to azimuth
"wind" stow. Afterward, receiving equipment, the manlifts, the feed room air handler blowers, and access lighting will be activated. Hopefully there will be no one on the tilting structure during stow time- if so, they will just have to wait. Communications needs to be operational at all times. After the antenna is stowed, and all is secure, the operator can manually bring up the 50 kw generator and switch to it, after which he can shut down the 600 kw generator. When commercial power is restored, the operator or other designee switches back to commercial. There has been some talk about automatically restoring commercial power, but this could be a disaster, and should be avoided.

**Additional flood lighting.** There need to be provided "off the antenna" flood lights controlled from the operations center as well as at the antenna as an operational and safety issue. This is not a part of the contract. Perhaps needs to be put on other lists.

**Aircraft warning lights.** Certain length of time failure requires notification of FAA. This particularly involves the 2 flashing lights on top. One of these lights is slaved to the other since they must operate in synchronism- a failure of the master will result in the slave being on all the time (not flashing.).

**Emergency stops.** At key locations, are located emergency stops. They are not to be confused with safety lockouts, and are not to be used indiscriminately. At present, no one really knows what happens to the antenna when it undergoes an emergency stop. There is to be a pair of hardwires to the Telescope Control Center, and other local and remote switches can be added.

**Electrical safety lockouts.** Some are distribution panel lockouts, some are individual breaker lockouts. For the most part, the use of these can be determined by using RSI drawing 121402, sheets 1 and 2.

**Feed room turret can only be moved** (rotated) when the antenna is in access stow. This is not survival stow, and not the "bird bath" position.

**Installations.** (important to have hands free communications between ground, base of the feed arm, and upper feedarm elevator landings).

Dollies on which front ends and feeds are mounted need to be designed and provided. Equipment is to be installed on the dollies prior to leaving the Lab, and the equipment will stay on the dollies until they arrive at GBT focus area. Work on these designs should be in progress now. Dave Seaman had given this a little thought, but I don't know if he dedicated anything to paper.

1. **Prime focus front ends**- Use of 2 hoists is required- Front ends and feeds should arrive at telescope on their side. The upper hoist used to install these front ends is to be supplied by NRAO. We are currently pushing RSI to provide suitable support for this hoist in the roof of the prime focus area. When NRAO reviews RSI's proposal for the prime focus room, we should insist on as high a roof as possible to give head room to use this hoist. Installation of equipment into the prime focus mount is complicated by the stowed tilt of the mount. Dave Seaman, telescope mechanics, and myself looked into this some years ago. Now it needs to be designed.

2. **Turret front ends**- Use of 2 hoists is required- Front ends and feeds should arrive at telescope vertical. RSI supplied equipment for this appears to be under control- but it must be remembered
that prime focus front ends and top installed turret equipment must all move through the doorway into the prime focus area.

Laser Safety - Procedures for the protection of employees and visitors will need to be strictly adhered to.

Limit switches - Antenna az and el limit switches - There are 2 sets of limit switches, and each set is redundant. An additional part of the azimuth limit switch configuration are switches that verify CW or CCW cable wrap. Limit number 1 can be backed out of by the operator. Limit number 2 requires that 2 people be in attendance. In addition there is a set of limit switches that prepare for stow pin insertion at each of the 5 stowing positions. I understand that PCD has provided a couple of options to certify that the antenna is correctly positioned, and the stow pin circuit is enabled.

Only, and only trained users are to operate the manlifts.

Provisions for the safe removal of an injured, ill or insecure person from the antenna. Equipment required. Personnel training required

Prime focus boom can be deployed and retracted in any elevation position. The boom may be found in somebody's corn field in case of an emergency stop.

Quick graceful stop - A gracious stop needs to be provided that would stop the antenna now, but would not put the antenna through all the stress of an emergency stop. This matter and it's implementation needs to be discussed.

Sun avoidance - Tests conducted by Roger Norrod using Triangle #6 paint suggest that damage to the focal point area may occur if the GBT is too close to the sun. This is contrary to all of our Green Bank experience, and needs to again be independently verified by running tests on the 140 ft. Perhaps a call to Ben Parvin at JPL is called for. If sun avoidance is required, a reasonable number of avoidance procedures must be implemented.

Truck ramp, and its safety, including lockout of antenna motion.

II. Maintenance
Access to cable trays and external wiring - we have insisted on good access to all cable trays. See Upper pintle bearing access.

Antenna integrity inspections. Recommend visual inspection of members, joints, and welds. Engineering should give operations a list of the most likely sections to fail.

Aircraft warning light access? Not absolutely finalized for one of dish periphery lights.

Azimuth cable wrap - This is a major concern at the moment. Design is marginal. Two feeds of 4180 site power are included in the wrap.

Elevation cable wrap - The technique provided by the contractor to protect and prevent undue wear on the cables is untested in Green Bank. Periodic visual inspection will be required.
Fiducials- These need to be established and maintained throughout the antenna both for conventional mensuration and laser ranging. It is upsetting and scary to be told by an astronomer that pointing is wild, or not repeating. Finding the culprit can be a major problem. With the advent of laser ranging absolute measurements developed for this antenna, we have a tool which can help resolve the source of problems, and which with some study can suggest possible improvements to the structure. The danger in all this is that one always studies the structure and never does astronomy as in the early days of Haystack.

HVAC- System can be remotely monitored, temps set, and back-up chiller, and refrigerant pumps switched. During power outage there is provision for air flow through feed room airhandlers (no cooling). Unit will recover from power failure without reprogramming. May need a start switch pushed at alidade.

Load Bank- It is presently unclear as to what maintenance or inspection is required on this unit.

Laser systems and their testing, calibration, and reliability. This matter needs to be discussed with the Laser group. They will definitely impact on scheduled maintenance periods.

Lower manlift tests and usage do not necessarily tie up the telescope. However, it needs to be remembered that the upper manlift can only be used when the antenna is in the access position, and it must be left at its lowered position when the antenna is tilted.

Lubrication- There are many areas on the antenna that need periodic lubrication. RSI is to provide recommended schedules and lubricants. So far, the extent of their recommendation is "see manufacturer's recommendations". There are 2 areas that need attention that can fall through the crack.

1) The trunnions or double pivoting plates on which the el drives mount have grease fittings, and will need periodic attention. Because of the alemite fitting locations, these will be easy to overlook.

2) The individual drive couplings from the gear boxes need lubrication. These are accessed through a removable plate just in front of the gear box on each drive. Hargreaves is installing alemite fittings on each coupling.

Manlifts (both)- Requirement to test certain manlift safety features on short term recurring basis. Monthly test function of overspeed device, visually inspect, and check lube every 20 hours of use, or monthly. Quarterly, coincident with monthly tests, drop test must be performed. RSI has been running their own tests. On a 3 year basis, a safety part must be replaced for trade in of $3700. If not traded in, price $6800.

Maintenance painting. This will be a major problem. Areas of the alidade can be worked on with the antenna in operation. Not true of the tilting structure. What happened to the need for a portable personnel maintenance lift?

MG set- Will need periodic maintenance as described in instruction manual. Needs an elapsed time meter installed.

Operational limits and azimuth direction of wrap switches need to be tested at least every
other week.

**Panel actuators**- Current thinking seems to be (based on GB reliability testing) that a programmed maintenance schedule will not be required. That is that so few failures are anticipated, that failures should just be let go for a few years, and then a concentrated maintenance period set to repair all problems. Probably some experience based program will need to be instituted.
Satisfactory performance of the antenna does not require all actuators operational. There is a procedure to replace actuators from the top of the panels. Whether suspended walkways installed by RSI will be available is up in the air.

**Subreflector**- Someday down the road, the subreflector will have to come down. Some thought needs to be put into this now, and particularly while the upper feed arm is being installed on the antenna. It does have a 3 point interface plate on the recommendation of Dave Seaman- but the problem of removal and installation needs to be given some thought.

**Subreflector Actuators**- When one of these actuators is removed, the Stewart platform becomes unstable. The contractor is to provide suitable adjustable bars to be attached before removal of the actuator. These have not been seen. However, it would certainly be important for the NRAO to have spare actuators of each type (maybe 3?) with motors/gear boxes and limit/readout boxes installed and calibrated to be inserted after removable of a bad actuator. This would not negate the need for the temporary support bar, but would enable a quick recovery to the use of the subreflector.

**Substation Maintenance**- Substation has the auto transfer switch and timing unit to start 600 kw generator. The substation will require periodic exercise and inspections.

**Special tools**- Plans need to be made for special tools that will be required for the maintenance of this antenna. One which comes to mind is a special dolly for use on el drives to remove them since due to the counterweight, rigging can not be done from above. The az drives will need special rigging. Hargreaves has already removed an az drive with the aid of a special device that he built. This needs to be preserved.

**Track inspections**- The track will be covered by tagalong dollies. Some dollies should have full length inspection ports to view the track without removing the dolly.

**Upper manlift and commercial power failure.** At the point of commercial power failure and auto stow, I am not sure what happens to the upper manlift. In other words, the upper manlift is up when power fails. Is this a question for RSI? Couldn't this be resolved by a rule that unless there are special situations, no one is on tilting structure unless the antenna is in stow?

**UPS supply supplied by PCD.** This system is required for PCD equipment in the event of commercial power failure, and subsequent stowing of the antenna. It will require periodic inspection and maintenance.

**Use and storage of “dummy frontends”**- Information currently on hand indicates that it may be necessary to maintain a certain balance of the loads in the turret, thus calling for dummy loads when some front ends are removed. A method to determine this unbalance and a location to store the loads (not on the tilting structure says Lee King-) is called for. The necessity of placing and removing these loads will impact on installation time.
**600 and 50 kw generators**- Require periodic maintenance and fairly frequent “freshening” of fuel. Start up (off line) should be tested at least every other week. Both units contain batteries.

**Upper feedarm machinery and its control.** Currently, (even though tests continue), these units are unreliable, and monitors seem to have problems. We don’t have enough experience to know what is required.

**Upper pintle bearing access.** Bob Hall is still working with the contractor on this. Entire upper pintle house needs to be redone and access needs to be incorporated into the new design. NRAO will probably have to design and construct this with the contractor installing it (my guess). Someone to design this on the part of Green Bank is sorely needed. What is done will certainly impact on maintenance. Hopefully a new design will allow for cable splicing terminations space.
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